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Synopsis Fill the Void tells the story of an Orthodox Hassidic family from Tel Aviv. Eighteen-year-old Shira is the youngest daughter of the family. She is about to be married off to a promising young man of the same age and background. It is a dream-come-true, and Shira feels prepared and excited. On Purim, her twenty-eight-year-old sister, Esther, dies while giving birth to her first child. The pain and grief that overwhelm the family postpone Shira’s promised match. Everything changes when an offer is proposed to match Yochay – the late Esther‘s husband – to a widow from Belgium. Yochay feels it‘s too early, although he realizes that sooner or later he must seriously consider getting married again. When the girls’ mother finds out that Yochay may leave the country with her only grandchild, she proposes a match between Shira and the widower. Shira will have to choose between her heart’s wish and her family duty.
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About The Director Rama Burshtein was born in New York in 1967. She graduated from the Sam Spiegel Film and Television School in Jerusalem in 1994. During those years, Rama became deeply religious and upon her graduation she dedicated herself to promoting film as a tool for self expression in the orthodox community. Rama wrote, directed and produced films for the orthodox community, some of them for women only. She was also teaching directing and scriptwriting in various film and television institutions within the orthodox community; those include Ma’ale Film School, Yad Benjamin Film School for Woman, Ulpena Arts School, Jerusalem. Fill the Void is her first feature film.



Director’s Notes STORY It began with the fact that my work has always focused on relationships between men and women. Marriages are never forced in Judaism. In the Hasidic world in which this film is set, parents do raise proposed matches with their children, but even then the young couple must agree. I was chatting with someone at the wedding of a friend’s daughter, when a pretty young girl no older than eighteen came up to our table. She was wearing a gold watch, diamond earrings, and a ring that highlighted the stone in its setting – a clear indication that she was recently engaged. My friend congratulated her with a warm mazal tov, but still, there was something a little odd about their conversation. When the girl left, my friend said to me: “Did you see that pretty young thing? She got engaged a month ago to the husband of her late sister.” That was all I needed to set my imagination into overdrive. All it needed was a brief time to stew within me before I came up with the outline for the story of Fill the Void.



MOTIVATION I set out on this journey out of a deep sense of pain. I felt that the ultra-Orthodox community has no voice in the cultural dialogue. You might even say we are mute. It’s fine for someone on the outside to interpret us as long as someone on the inside is telling a story. Our political voice is loud – even boisterous – but our artistic and cultural voice remains muffled and faint. I’m not good at agendas and politics. What I am good at is telling a story. I’m good at telling about those things I’m passionate about, and what can I do? They are all tied to the ultra-Orthodox world of observance.
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Fill the Void has nothing whatsoever to do with the religious-secular dialogue. That doesn’t interest me quite as much. Fill the Void opens a peephole into a tiny story taken from a very special and complex world. By its very definition, it avoids making any comparison between the two worlds. It has enough self-confidence to tell its own story. I believe that the only way to bridge these two worlds is through unprejudiced honesty. If there is to be such a bridge, it must emerge from some common denominator that can be found in the heart. AESTHETIC I knew that I was making a little film that takes place mainly in the home. The tools at my disposal were the characters, the dialogues, the colors, and the frame. With me, this limited focus took shape when I was making movies within the ultra-Orthodox community. The lighting, soft textures, the frame… that was all the work of Asaf Sudry (cinematographer). I was left to watch in awe and take pleasure in the fact that all too often he understood me better than I even understood myself. Colorful costumes were a working assumption for the costume designer, but she derived everything from the Hasidic world in a way that I never could. LOCATION - TEL AVIV It has to do with my insistence on making a film that avoids the religious-secular dialogue. If the location was some ultra-Orthodox town, this film would be so removed from that dialogue that no one would even notice that it ignores the dispute between these two sides. The statement itself is expressed in the notion of locating the film in Tel Aviv but not giving too much of it and not relating in any way to the secular nature of the location. It’s another Tel Aviv option. It may be less well-known, but it exists nonetheless in an authentic form. I live in Tel Aviv. I belong to an ultra-Orthodox Hasidic community, a community that offers a very vibrant and full life. We live peacefully with our secular neighbors. We don’t interfere in their lives, and they don’t interfere in ours. JANE AUSTEN I love Jane Austen. She’s romantic, intelligent, and full of humor. I read her as a girl, and I’ve seen films based on her work. The parallel is also quite obvious in that Fill the Void takes place in a world where the rules are rigid and clear. The characters are not looking for some way to burst out of that world. Instead, they are trying to find a way to live within it. Fill the Void has a historical air about it. It could just have easily have been located in Poland of the last century, in Brooklyn, or now, in Tel Aviv. It is somewhat cut off from the modern world, and the complications that make up the plot and their resolution have much in common with the way Jane Austen tells a story.
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Cast Bios HADAS YARON (Shira): Born in Israel, 1990. Theatre Graduate of Tichon Eroni Alef Art School Tel Aviv. Played young Talia in Daniel Syrkin‘s 2006 feature film, Out of Sight. Her role in Fill the Void, is her first lead in a feature film. YIFTACH KLEIN (Yochay): Born in Tel Aviv, 1972. Graduate of Nissan Nativ acting school, 1997. Starred in leading roles in the theatre and several TV series, including, Death Of A Salesman, The Glass Menagerie and Tuesdays With Murray. His solo play, At Noon, telling the story of an Israeli POW in the 1973 war, was presented in Israel and internationally, winning several prizes. Wrote and directed Flip Out, in 2010. Cinema: Noodle, Sea Salt, The Policeman. Starred this year in Ideal Husband and Happy Ending.



About Norma Productions Norma Productions was established by producer Assaf Amir in 1995. Amir‘s debut production, Chronicle of a Disappearance by director Elia Suleiman, won the Luigi De Laurentiis Award at the Venice Film Festival 1996. Since then, the company‘s productions won five Israeli Academy Awards, four Best Film awards at Jerusalem Film Festival, and an array of awards in international festivals. Norma Productions‘ titles include: Broken Wings by Nir Bergman (Grand Prix at the Tokyo International Film Festival 2003, Panorama Audience Award, Berlinale Film Festival 2004) The Cemetery Club by Tali Shemesh (doc. Nomitated for the European Film Academy Award), What a Wonderful Place by Eyal Halfon (Grand Jury Prize at Karlovy Vary Film Festival), Intimate Grammar, by Nir Bergman (winner of the 2010 Tokyo Grand Prix), and Epilogue by Amir Manor (selected for the 2012 Venice Days).
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Original Instructions - Fill-Rite 

Thank you for your purchase of the RD series portable pump! Your Fill-Rite ..... state, and national electrical code NEC/ANSI/NFPA 70, NFPA 30, and NFPA 30A, as appropriate for the intended use of the .... The inlet and outlet flanges of your RD seri
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Bien serrer les colliers de serrage pour obtenir une étanchéité parfaite aux liquides. .... Matériau des joints d'étanchéité (Rotor Abdeckung Dichtung /.
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Fill my eyes 

D G Em D G Em. Ahh, no wrong, I couldn't do. D. D7. Em7. And so my mind begins to memorize. A7. F#7. Bm. 'cause time will never seem the same,. G.
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Original Instructions - Fill-Rite 

Be certain the power switch is â€œOFFâ€� prior to connecting the battery clamps / power cables to the power source or ... too small in diameter, too long, not air tight, or too low vertically. .... productos, comunÃquese con nosotros al 1-800-634-26
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Fill in the blanks Hanging 10? Surf's up, ______ 

Feb 29, 2012 - 9: a set of physical and mental exercises, ... or physical exercise. Down: ... Past Perfect Simple. Future ... b) Simple present/ present progressive.
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1. Fill in the blanks 2. Comprehension 3. Going beyond 

This turns it into a thick toffee gunk. You pour this over the biscuit paste. The third stage is to slice the and place them on top of the toffee. Lastly, you whip the ...
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Void Round 55, 80, 100_Instructions_Issue 1 

2 mai 2018 - le secteur, Uniquement via driver. 100-. 277V. AC. No conecte un LED directamente a la red eléctrica. Deberá utilizar el conductor,. Issue:1 ...
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THANKSGIVING WEBQUEST LISTEN and FILL in the BLANKS .fr 

That was cool because two groups with little in common came together and formed a â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. and friendship agreement. Part of that agreement allowed the ...
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Extreme Workplaces 1) Listening comprehension: Fill in the blanks 

I design the running clothes, so I like to go test out the stuff that I design. It's pretty much my ... Read more: The Disadvantages of Offering Flextime | eHow.com.
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Tint Fill - Alvy Ray Smith 

There are many ways to create arbitrarily shaped areas in a frame buffer. Two common ways ... animated cartoon characters [10]. Using the fill ... called tint fill, is used extensively at NYIT for coloring animated cartoon charac- ters entered into a
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Fuel Transfer Pump - Fill-Rite 

N'utiliser ni clapets anti retour ni clapets Ã  pied supplÃ©mentaires Ã  moins qu'ils n'intÃ¨grent une soupape de surpression appropriÃ©e. Ã€ noter que des clapets anti retour supplÃ©mentaires rÃ©duiront le dÃ©bit. AVERTISSEMENT ! Les joints et les r
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